TOWN OF WILLINGTON
ASSISTANT TRANSFER STATION OPERATOR

Assist the Transfer Station Operator in the following:

- Enforce Transfer Station operating rules
- Enforce recycling regulations
- Check all vehicles for proper permits and forbidden items
- Check solid waste for recyclable items if warranted
- Direct traffic through the Station
- Assist townspeople whenever needed
- Operate and coordinate compactor unit for efficient operation
- Record all commercial contractors and their loads into station
- Ensure that only items designated for specific areas of disposal are placed in the proper area so as not to commingle or contaminate loads
- In general, maintain control, as well as insuring an orderly, efficient operation at the Transfer Station
- At all times area is to be kept clean, free of litter and debris, and all items are to be placed in the appropriate holding area immediately

Perform other related tasks as directed by the Transfer Station Operator